Helpful Do’s and Don’ts for MOC

DO:

- Complete MOC Part 2 and 4 early in the cycle- you never know what your schedule will look like in 4-5 years and there is no penalty for finishing early. –rb
- Set aside a weekend each year for MOC. You can complete the Part 2 MOC requirements (10 points) from the ABP (Pediatric Nephrology Self-Assessment) by reading the articles and answering questions all in one weekend. -nb
- Each year, check where you are with the ABP regarding MOC by logging into the ABP site and checking your status in MOC –jdm
- Get started on Part 2 and Part 4 in your first year of the 5 year cycle – jdm
- Do Part 2 activities that you believe will help you most (might as well benefit from the time investment) -jdm
- If your institution is one of those 30 participating in the SCOPE Collaborative, I would definitely participate as it is an easy way to pick up points as most of the tracking and data assessment is done for you. -rv

DON’T:

- Wait until the last minute to log on to the ABP website and review your requirements, this should be done several years before expiration. -rb
- Wait till last year to get started on MOC Part 4 – you will need at least 2 years to complete 2 different (and required) projects. –jdm
- Do more than the required Part 4 MOC Projects for your given period, it will not carry over. –rv